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The site of "Green Spring" is currently in a natural setting overgrown 
with weeds and briars. No attempt has been made by the Park Service to 
provide interpretive facilities on the property. 5Che ruins of two 
seventeenth-century brick structures the "Jail" and the greenhouse 
are the only visible above-ground remains.

Archaeological excavations conducted in 1954-55 by Louis Caywood 
exposed remains of the two earliest mansions of "Green Spring" as 
well as associated outbuildings and appurtenances. The first mansion (l) 
was   a composite resulting from different periods of construction. 
Sir William Berkeley had erected the structure by c. 1650. The 
brick foundations may have supported frame walls. Two projecting towers 
or chimneys, probably of brick, stood at the rear end of the structure. 
The excavated foundations reveal a floor plan of rooms clustered 
asymmetrically around a central hall. Cellars lay beneath three of 
the rooms. In general, the building in all probability presented a 
mediaeval appearance.

The second mansion (2) was constructed adjoining the northwest 
section of the initial structure. Although it is often assumed that 
Berkeley also erected this second building, it is possible that con 
struction did not occur until after his death in 1677*

The manner in which the foundations from the later building cut 
through those of the earlier strongly suggest that the first 
structure was abandoned and razed prior or immediately following 
construction of the larger building to the west.

Benjamin Latrobe sketched the second mansion in 1796. This sketch 
portrays the building as a brick structure one-and-one-half stories 
in height with leaded casement windows. A projecting entrance porch 
capped by a curvilinear gable is also depicted. An L-shaped floor 
plan of three rooms in the main section and a fourth room in an ell 
extending from the northwest corner is indicated by the foundations. 
Partial cellars underlay two of the rooms, and a full cellar lay 
beneath the ell. The building was dismantled shortly after the 
1796 sketch was made, and William Ludwell Lee, then owner of the 

constructed______________________
___________________  Nothing 
burned in the nineteenth century) and the site 

has not been investigated archaeologically.

The brick foundation of a seventeenth-century
once served as an exterior kitchen was uncovered
^•^••mH. The building, apparently removed in the nineteenth
century, possessed a central H-shaped chimney flanked by two bake ovens.
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The waters of a natural spring enticed the Paspahegh Indians to 
erect a village on the property well before the initial English 
settlement of Jamestown. In 1614! Sir William Berkeley was appointed 
Governor of the Virginia Colony. He obtained acreage known as 
"Green Spring" on June k» 16U3- He bad constructed a dwelling 
house (the first mansion) by c. l6£0.

Berkeley resigned as Governor three years later although he 
maintained his residence at "Green Spring". He served a second 
term as Governor which commenced with the restoration of Charles II 
to the English throne in 1660 and ended with Berkeley's death in 
1677. At the age of 61i, he married the 3^-year old Lady Frances 
Culpeper Stephens in 1670. It is possible that the second mansion 
was constructed at this time.

The colony of Virginia was shaken in 1676 by a rebellion led by 
Nathaniel Bacon. Bacon's men captured Jamestown and burned most of 
the capital. The House of Burgesses then met at the Governor's 
house at "Green Spring" until JamestownJ 
was reoccupied.

Following Berkeley's death in 1677» his widow married into the 
Ludwell family, which retained possession of the property into the 
eighteenth century. A prelude to the climactic battle of Yorktown 
occurred near "Green Spring" on July 6, 1781, as American forces 
commanded by Lafayette attacked Cbrnwallis 1 British army and were 
repulsed.

The second mansion of "Green Spring" was dismantled in 1796, and 
was replaced by a new home built for William Ludwell Lee.

In many ways "Green Spring" provided a model for the Southern 
plantations of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. By the 
last quarter of the seventeenth century the house and its depen 
dencies represented a. completely self-sufficient unit supported by 
a complement of 'slaves. The symmetrical arrangement of a formal 
garden with entrance court, forecourt and enclosing walls was to 
serve as a harbinger of the carefully landscaped grounds which

surrounded many of the finer homes in the eighteenth century.
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Deteriorating brick walls laid in English bond surrounding an open 
cellar are the only remains of a 
known as the "Jail" (k). _

A brick drain was uncovered running from 
ae building in a southwesterly direction.

The rapjLd^^eterioratingnorth wall of the greenhouse (5) still 
stands  HIHJi^HHIHlp This wall was constructed in two 
stages the orig^alteickwair was covered on the exterior with a 
second brick wall coated with plaster. The original south wall was 
probably frame and glass. The base of a cast iron stove is located 
within the ruins, indicating the probable source of heat. The 
structure was erected in the mid-seventeenth century and apparently 
abandoned in the I860's»

spring house (6)
____ ___ ________ This site was not 

excavated. The spring still flows with fresh water, as it has for 
many centuries.

lins of a brick pottery kiln (7) were excavated flHHHHHP 
This kiln was producing crude earthenware vessels 

second half of the seventeenth century.

As the second mansion was completed, the grounds south of the house 
were laid out in a formal entrance court/forecourt arrangement. The 
forecourt (8) was original ly enclosed by a rectangular garden wall (9) 
which was later replaced by curving walls (10). A catch basin (ll) 
to service a drain installed during the construction of the second 
mansion lay between the west rectangular garden wall and curved wall. 
The grade of the entire forecourt was later raised and a terrace was 
added west of the west curved wall.

The brick foundations of a structure (12) were uncovered in the 
southeast corner of the forecourt. The original use of this building 
was unknown (massive foundation widths of 2* 10" are puzzling). 
Since this building would have represented a visual intrusion upon 
the formal garden arrangement, it must have ceased to exist before 
the garden was laid out.
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Although tobacco quickly became Virginia's chief source of prosperity, 
numerous colonists attempted to broaden the economic base through 
diversification of agricultural production. Berkeley was one of the 
most active in these attempts. He experimented with horticulture, 
cultivated rice and flax, and sought to produce both wine and silk 
to supplement the tobacco staple.




